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Game Overview 

Theme 

I wanted to embed the game with a commentary on the lack of action being taken against climate 

collapse in our real world, particularly by industry. The theme explores a hyper-capitalist parody of 

our society, where a collective greed ultimately leads to the downfall of everyone. 

 

Various sources of inspiration 

Story 

On a small tropical island in the middle of the ocean, lives an intelligent race of rats, undergoing an 

industrial revolution. Their society is a hyper-capitalist, free market parody of our own, where power 

is the ultimate goal. Scheming and underhanded tactics are not just accepted, but expected in the 

ever-present rat race.  

Well-informed rats have begun hearing whispers in the wind, tales of radical changes in the climate, 

and stories of the ocean slowly beginning to consume land. These changes are supposedly linked to 

the rampant pollution created by their many industrial innovations. This could spell disaster for the 

island, but attempting to reduce pollution would mean losing out on profits. And if any one rat 

slowed, another would take advantage and take their place.  

It is a time of great change, and opportunity for those willing to take advantage. Clever rats know 

that the changes are inevitable, and see the coming chaos as an opportunity to seize control through 

some smart investments. Property is about to become increasingly scarce, and those who can gain a 

monopoly over it will have complete mastery over whatever is left of the island. 

https://sunnycommandeur.wordpress.com/2019/05/16/individual-board-game-design-project-drowned-rats/
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Background Research 

Genre 

I originally expected the game to fall into the card game genre, alongside the titles I used for 

inspiration:  

• Lost Cities – Point earning, and relationship between ascending card numbers and colour 
categories. 

• San Juan – City building, and asymmetric characters. 

• Bohnanza – Novel currency system, the backside of cards are used as money 

• Citadels – City builder, with asymmetric characters. Also features a colour category 
relationship. 

• Coloretto –  A simple colour match for points, but with multiple strategy layers and 
elements of risk/reward 

• No Thanks! – Risk/reward system based on betting with other players 

• 10 Minute Heist – Cards are placed in a matrix, where players use them as a path to 
move downwards 

• Dominion – deckbuilding, and a crossover of mechanics/theme from Citadels and Battle 
Line 

However, with the addition of the board, the game moved more towards traditional real estate 

boardgames, such as Monopoly, London, or Boom Town.  

It shares similarities with the Eurogame genre, in that it involves limited simulation, and players 

don’t ‘attack’ each other. However, it is not a Eurogame, as there is a degree of randomness caused 

by card pickups, and players are eliminated from the game via non-violent competition.  

It is a hybrid on the spectrum between Eurogame and Ameritrash.  

Overall, it is very comparable to Monopoly: 

Drowned Rats Monopoly 

Property 

Money system 

Players aim to be the last standing, having eliminated others through bankruptcy 

 

Highlights the dangers of an unrestrained market 

 

Environmental message Negotiation with players 

Time pressure Dice rolling + movement 

 

https://boardgamegeek.com/wiki/page/Ameritrash
https://boardgamegeek.com/boardgame/12942/no-thanks
https://boardgamegeek.com/boardgame/5782/coloretto
https://boardgamegeek.com/boardgame/36218/dominion
https://boardgamegeek.com/boardgame/1160/boom-town
https://boardgamegeek.com/boardgame/65781/london-first-edition
https://boardgamegeek.com/boardgame/1406/monopoly
https://boardgamegeek.com/wiki/page/Eurogame
https://boardgamegeek.com/boardgame/11/bohnanza
https://boardgamegeek.com/boardgame/8217/san-juan
https://boardgamegeek.com/geeklist/213538/real-estate-related-board-games
https://boardgamegeek.com/boardgame/478/citadels
https://boardgamegeek.com/geeklist/213538/real-estate-related-board-games
https://boardgamegeek.com/boardgame/50/lost-cities
https://boardgamegeek.com/boardgame/194789/10-minute-heist-wizards-tower
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Audience  

The parody nature of the game appeals to those that share the ideology behind the theme.  

It is targeted at the cynical Gen Z or Millennial, that feels they are inheriting an already doomed 

earth. It criticises the corporate mindset, while simultaneously allowing players to experience it. 

The maths involved lifts the age floor to roughly 13 (A good time to indoctrinate impressionable 

young minds with the framing payload). Game completion time is aimed at 30 minutes or under, 

making it accessible for a wider, more casual boardgame audience than niche simulations. 

The game would use a cartoon art style to match the parody evokes, giving it a wider appeal.  

Marketing 

The game would be marketed primarily online, due to lower costs.  

• Kickstarter 

• Boardgame Geek Forums 

• Reddit  

o r/boardgames 

o r/tabletopgamedesign 

o r/playtest 

• Targeted social media advertising 

o Facebook  

o Instagram  

A physical presence could be made through conventions if the game explodes in popularity after the 

first print, or if it is managed by a larger publisher. 

Production Costs 

Each high-fidelity prototype through The Game Crafter would cost roughly:  

Item Cost ($USD) 

Big Mat 1.66 

Large Score Pad 0.35 

Play Money (x2) 4 

Square Deck (x4) 8.76 

Small Dial (x5) 10.56 

Square Shard  1.80 

Total: $27.13 

 

After securing funding, a cheaper print run could be organised through mass production. A list of 

potential manufacturing companies is available here. Chinese manufacturers, such as Panda, tend to 

be more affordable. 

https://www.thegamecrafter.com/publish/product/LargeScorePad
https://www.thegamecrafter.com/publish/product/BigMat
https://pandagm.com/
https://www.thegamecrafter.com/publish/product/SmallDial
https://www.thegamecrafter.com/publish/product/SquareShard
https://www.thegamecrafter.com/publish/product/PlayMoney
https://www.thegamecrafter.com/
http://www.jamesmathe.com/hitchhikers-guide-to-game-manufacturers/
https://www.thegamecrafter.com/publish/product/SquareDeck
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Potential Publishing Options 

Self-publishing via Kickstarter, or other crowdfunding is the most flexible option. A well-executed 

campaign has the potential to beat a traditional publisher in terms of funding, and ROI share.  

Traditional publishers in Australia include Good Games, and Cravon Studios.  

A hybrid combination may be possible, combining a publisher’s experience/connections and the 

benefits of crowdfunding campaign.  

If taking the self-published Kickstarter route, a list of potential distributors is available here.  

Game  

Key Mechanics 

• Players buy and sell property, placing buildings on owned spaces to generate income. 

• Money is used to purchase increasingly expensive, dwindling amounts of real estate on 

the upper levels of the island.  

• As players generate income, they also create pollution, causing global warming and 

causing the sea level to rise exponentially. The sea eventually swallows up most of the 

island, leaving a single player as the winner.  

Core Gameplay Loop 

Every round, each player gets an opportunity to do any three of the following: 

• Draw one building card from the deck and add it to their hand 

• Purchase a property space 

• Sell an owned property space 

• Pay to place a building on an owned property space from their hand 

• Sell an owned building from the board or their hand 

They then track any changes to income or pollution generation on wheel counters, and the next 

player starts their turn. At the end of a full round, players are paid income from buildings, and the 

pollution slider is moved based on pollution caused by buildings. When it hits a checkpoint, the sea 

level rises, wiping out the lowest level of properties. Rounds continue until there is one player left.  

Three Act Structure 

Early Game – Players start with little resources and no property. They buy cheap property close to 

the sea - levels 1 & 2. Effects of pollution are not felt, but players plan for it.   

Mid Game – Players buy their way onto levels 3 & 4. Pollution they generated causes the sea level to 

rise, taking levels 1 & 2. Pollution speeds up. Players execute strategy by placing buildings to gain 

extra income and block opponents from doing the same.  

http://cravonstudios.com/
http://www.goodgamespublishing.com/
https://www.kickstarter.com/discover/categories/games/tabletop%20games
http://www.jamesmathe.com/hitchhikers-guide-to-game-distributors/
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End Game – Players purchase property on levels 5 & 6. Losers become apparent as sea level rises, 

and they are forced out of available properties. Successful players protect their top-level property 

and try to stockpile the most money to win. The shortest act, as sea levels rise the fastest.  

Rules  

Rules are available here.  

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

Development Process 

Creation Process 
The prototype has been through six iterations, with playtests to steer direction throughout. 

Development took place over four weeks. Most of the original prototype pieces are still in use, 

having been adjusted and re-written multiple times.  

Game Parts  

 

The Property Board 

• Represents a side view of the island 

• Building cards are placed on the rectangular property spaces 

• The left side column lists the property price of the corresponding row 

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wO-p3fMV9lyXkUR26FnfIc6N2Q_7G9rtUqong3YPnkk/edit?usp=sharing
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The Pollution Board 

• Used to track player pollution, and the resulting sea level changes 

• The wheel counter is used to keep track of pollution rate, avoiding the need to add up 

the pollution effect of all building cards each round.  

• The slider is used to keep track of total pollution, and sea level. As pollution is 

generated, the slider is moved from the bottom left notch. When it hits the end of a 

row, it is moved the left side of the next row above, and the sea level rises.  

 

Player Card 

• Identity of the player’s character/colour. 

• Wheel counter is used to track individual player income rate, eliminating the need to 

add up the income of all owned buildings every round.  

• In future will have a legend/turn information listed in white space 
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Building Cards 

• Kept in a deck face down on the table. Picked up into players hands.  

• Cost money to place on the property board, where they generate income and pollution 

every turn 

• Generate bonus income based if placed in certain areas or patterns 

• Colour coded 

o Green = income 

o Blue = pollution  

o Pink = bonus income 

• Turned over on property board when flooded. Back of cards has a sea pattern. 

 

Ownership Tokens 

• Used to keep identify which player owns property or buildings on the property board 

• Colour coded to players 

• Stored in a sleeve/ID stand when not in use 
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Money 

• Used to purchase property and buildings 

• Available in denominations of $1, $2, $4, $6 
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Version Summary 
V.1 – First Prototype 

 

Brainstormed idea and started pulling mechanics out of the theme.  

• Experimented with topographical board design 

• Play tested individual mechanics  

• Used three decks of cards  

Changes  

• Created property board  

• Created pollution slider  

• Created property cards 

• Created action cards 

• Created environmental cards 
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V.2 – Building on Base Prototype 

 

Tested board and with some cards, refined the vision I had for the game. Obtained some feedback 

on individual mechanics.  

• Adam - 09/05 

o Suggested adding action cards to equip on buildings, such as stilts 

o Suggested adding dice to randomise water rises 

• Chris - 10/05 

o Suggested adding synergy between cards 

o Suggested flipping over cards overrun by water level 

o Suggested removing action cards and environmental cards 

o Pointed out that compelling player elimination has to be in endgame 

o Agreed that a sliding, predictable pollution meter made sense for theme 

Changes based on feedback 

• Added synergy between cards  

• Added flipping over cards overrun by water level to rules  

• Removed action cards and environmental cards 

• Created a rule set  

• Created player ownership markers 

• Created money  
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V.3 – Playable Prototype 

 

A fully playable prototype. Very rough, received suggestions and made observations on how I could 

streamline the experience. Rules were incomplete, and I had to dictate decisions. New rules came 

about based on unexpected situations.  

Conducted two playtests.  

• Playtest 1 - 17/05 – 4 Players 

• Playtest 2 – 18/05 – 3 Players 

Changes  
• Refined rules 

o Made terms more specific 

o Bonuses can be earned from any adjacent property, not just owned ones - should 

spice things up and see how it affects strategy  

o Allowed players to sell their properties to the bank 

o Changed win condition to whoever has the most money at the end of a stalemate 

round 

• Added player markers to ID owned property and patterns easily  

o Circle seemed like the best way to clearly convey colour, and was easily seen 

through the back of markers 
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• Colour coded building effects so they can be added up quickly at the end of a round 

 

• Colour coded money in preparation for the addition of greater values 

• Added larger note values of money - $2, $4, $6 

o to boost available money as playtests ran short  

o Reduce the amount of counting, instead of 6 x $1, a $6 note can be used 

o Multiples of two were used as much of the game operates on these amounts  

 

• Added more building cards 

o Add more housing and factory buildings to deck 

o Added basic and advanced recycling plant cards to reduce pollution. Cost more than 

other cards to discourage use until mid-game. There are only four of each type to 

avoid players completely stopping pollution.  

• Added water pattern to backs of cards, to better illustrate sea level as they are turned over 

• Drew a basic island outline on the property board to convey the side view 
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V.4 – Prototype with Rules 

 

Rules were at a point I felt I could leave with players to figure out the game themselves. Still took a 

little prompting. There was confusion over the rigid structure of a turn, prompting the idea to 

change it to an action point system, to simplify and increase strategic diversity.  

Conducted 2 platests. 

• Playtest 1 - 23/05 - 3 Players  

• Playtest 2 – 24/05 – 4 Players 

Changes 

• Changed rules 

o Changed the story to be more understandable for all readers, simplified some big 

words. 

o Changed turn structure to 3 action points. Any 3 actions can be taken in any order, 

and one action can be done more than once.  Should give more room for strategy 

and decision making.  

o Restructured the rules section, added headings for game phases, put misc detailed 

instructions at the end, after the game phases. 

o Pollution always goes up by a minimum of 1 each round to prevent players breaking 

the game and creating a perpetual stalemate  

• Changed starting money from $6 to $8  

• Added aesthetic base sea level below the beachfront property layer for clarity 

• Bumped factory prices to increase player commitment 

o Basic factory cost moved from $2 to $3  

o Advanced factory cost moved from $4 to $5 

• Added ‘B’ to the back of building cards for clarity 

• Changed housing card water bonus from '+ (x amount) if next to water'  

to '+ (x amount) if directly above sea level' for clarity 
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• Added wheel counters to track numbers 

o Had no split pins, tried making a taped-up box - doesn’t work well without centre 

rotation. Used bent paper clips in place of split pin  

o Created wheel counters for players to track income, doubles as player identifier 

o Created wheel counter to track pollution created per round 

 

 

 

• Removed extra speed pollution modifiers - now less steps are the only system conveying the 

snowball effect. Should slightly slow sea level rise, increasing game time and opportunities 

to execute strategy. Fits with previous feedback from V.3 

• Added clarification & labelling on sea level board 
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V.5 – Refinement  

 

Further streamlined rules, adding headings and simplifying paragraphs. Playtesters pointed out some 

more unexpected methods of play. They were selling recycling cards from their hand, as they sold 

for a high price. This boosted the economy too much, when combined with the slower pollution 

from the last changes caused the game to drag on.  

Conducted one playtest.  

• Playtest 1 – 30/05 – 3 Players 

Changes 
• Added tape to sea level board shorten pollution notches 

• Rule changes 

o Players can sell unwanted cards from hand 

• Changed buying another players property rule, money goes to bank 

• Removed recycling cards 

o Added 6 basic housing and 2 basic factories to replace 
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V.6 – Further Refinement  

 

A final test with the latest changes. Game speed still took too long. Had valuable suggestions for 

future directions to take the game. Strategic element is evident, and players seem to twig on quickly. 

Due to lack of time I dictated rules to the group instead of leaving them to read.  

Conducted one playtest.  

• Playtest 1 – 31/05 – 4 Players 

Future Changes 
• Change rules 

o Orthogonal bonus could be converted to include diagonal 

o Clarify the amount of actions it takes to purchase another players property and 

building at once 

o Adjust ‘pollution’ to ‘global warming’ for clarity  

• Spin wheel counters in opposite direction 

• Add legend/player actions to the player cards 

• Increase speed of sea level rises to double down on pressure 

o Remove further notches on pollution slider 

• Label the sea - level zero for clarity 

• Add extra bonuses for grouped housing 

• Limit purchase of upper property levels until end of mid game 

• Increase opportunities for players to interfere with each other 

• Change colour coding to be more obvious 
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Final Version 
My creative vision for the final version features:  

• Redesigned property board  

o Smaller size and smaller cards to go with it 

o Perhaps integrate the pollution slider into the empty space on the board 

• Instruction booklet 

o Intro with images of box contents and what they do 

o First round guide 

o Polished ruleset 

• Add cartoon style art 

o Property board needs an island background 

o Player character portraits on player cards 

o Box art  

• Add iconography to replace excessive wording and white space 

o Property board needs ‘spaces’ portrayed with icons 

 


